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1. I understand why this course was important in my
program

2. The amount of work in the course was
appropriate

3. The course was well organized 4. I learned a lot from the assignments in this
course

5. The learning materials (textbooks, workbooks,
handouts, web) were useful

6. I would recommend this course to a friend

Course Questions

Course Questions

What did you like about this course?

Comment

he is very kind and friendly

It taught me how to use MSProject

To know how to use the selling techniques, with the right client, and many other information.

The knowledge about selling

I learned a new things about how to deal with consumers

everything

Intersting

Nice

Easy and you can write from your own words

I learned alot

fun



the teacher.

to find how to be professional selling and how to able to sale also how to cummiucate with the buyer

They new ideas and information that will help us in buying

The class hours were good

Teacher is friendly

I liked the subject its helpful and also the instructor helped us a lot if we don't understand anything

it shows us the steps of managing a project

its an easy course, and the instructor is very lovely

I learned about project and how to do a project and what is the procedure

How to build the steps to be good seller

What would you change about this course?

Comment

nothing

It feels repetitive as i learned about leadership and teams in other courses

Reduce the amount of the information that we going to be tested

More practice not only theory

nothing

nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Less chapters

no presentation

nothing

nothiong.

NOTHING

Decrease the amount of Lab's

Nothing

not easy subject

nothing

Nothing

nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Instructor Questions



1. The instructor helped me understand the course
material

2. The instructor encouraged students to
participate in class

3. I was comfortable going to this instructor for help 4. The instructor used many different activities that
helped me learn

5. The instructor was available to help me outside
of class

6. The instructor treated me with respect

7. The instructor was well prepared for each class 8. The instructor helped me develop new skills

Instructor Questions



9. I would recommend this instructor to a friend

Instructor Questions (continued)

What did you like about this instructor?

Comment

he is very kind and friendly

He uses D2L a lot making it easier for students who missed the class to access the material they missed.

Everything

I felt comfortable talking to him and asking questions

he help us when we ask him he got easy way that makes students understand the subject

everything

Very helpful and his teaching is excellent

Everything

He's very helpful and nice and understand the student very well

helps

helpful

Everything

Very knowledgeable in what he is doing, he is a professional and just generally the best teacher I have ever taken
courses with.

he is kind and helpful. Also, his flixable.

Very professional in his work, organized and experienced. Best instructor EVER!

EVERYTHING.

He is a very good person and easy to communicate with him and helping me whenever I need him

He is a really good jentelman he helped me a lot with this course

helpful and friendly

fiendly and helpful

Helps me a lot, explains well, asks us many times if we aren't understanding so he is a great instructor

Very good instructor, helpful, and treats us with respect and make us love the subject

he is so kind, and helpful.

Mr peter help me a lot if I needed any help or I didn't understand something he explain it a lot till I understand it

He is the best instructer in cnaq

What would you change about this instructor?

Comment

nothing

Nothing in particular

Nothing

Nothing

nothing

nothing

Nothing



Nothing

Nothing

nothing

nothing

Nothing

nothing.

NOTHING.

Nothing

Nothing

nothing

NOTHING

Nothing

Nothing he is a good with the students

Absolutely nothing

OVERALL, I am satisfied with this course.

OVERALL, I am satisfied with this course.


